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Colonel Oliver North
c/o United States Marine Corps
Department of Defense, Pentagon
Washington, DC

July 16, 1987
Open Letter

Dear Colonel North,
Thank you. I want to convey to you my deep appreciation and support for you. Your strides to
raise the spirits and morale of freedom loving people around the world have saved lives and are saving
lives today. Many in Congress we can see support and love you, too. Many others though, are more
interested in the "PROCESS." They approach the situation from a "put down" methodology rather than a
"clean it up" approach; get-rid-of solution rather than a get-on-with solution.
Most of us want to help and participate in the cause of freedom. Most of us are very tired of the
bad things that are being said about freedom. Most of us are aware that some of our freedoms are being
taken from us bit by bit. Most of us are very perplexed and tired of the zealous "firemen" putting water on
the spirit of freedom and freedom loving people in the name of "protection."
We as citizens know very little about our Congress people, how they work, what they do, their
voting records, and what they stand for. We know more about baseball and football players. What we hear
and see is the editorialized version by the media. Most people don't know the un-editorialized facts. As
I've seen recently with my own eyes what happens "live" on T.V. is not what is written, reported or
editorialized by T.V. commentators, radio reporters or newspaper writers. Members of the media
were caught with their pants down in the early days of your testimony and have corrected their practices
only a fraction. But the media may as well be on the planet Venus looking at earth through the thick
clouds there. T.V. drama entertainment is now pushing its own agenda in a hurry.
I appreciate the efforts of Congressman Courter and a few other noble Congressmen in
Washington for their efforts to let us see the pictures of Nicaragua. Please let us see the pictures of
Angola, Afghanistan, Cambodia, the real story of Vietnam, Cuba, Latvia, Ukraine, Czechoslovakia,
Hungary, etc., too. Family films hold many concealed truths, too. The oppression and aggression by evil
is being protected by the media elite !
We want to help in overcoming the bad notions being spread by the invisible bureaucracy in
Congress, by the media's invisible bureaucracy and the control of agendas by its own bureaucrats.
THE RIGHT OF THE PEOPLE TO DEFEND THEMSELVES
It appears that the majority of our elected congress people in the House/Senate committee to investigate
the IRAN-CONTRA Connection are opposed to supporting Freedom Fighters in the Americas and around
the World. Yet they may claim to be supporters. I have also concluded that the Congressional Record
generally indicates they do not support freedom and the pursuit of liberty. The majority in Congress
oppose deploying S.D.I. and oppose continuity of freedom fighter support. Instead they support
uncontrolled spending, uncontrolled regulatory sprawl, bureaucratic cancer and now they talk of higher
taxes.
Areas of defense being blocked by the Congressional arm of the Invisible Bureaucracy agendas
are: Strategic Defense Initiative - a space and ground based shield against nuclear attack, civil defense
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measures for families and communities to build underground shelters in the event of nuclear attack,
continued government support of free people and freedom fighters. Some members of Congress are
inferring they will block private efforts to support freedom fighters, backed up by threats of imprisonment
and death.
Congressional majorities are voting for increased control over U.S. citizens, larger bureaucracies
(i.e. I.R.S., E.P.A., Community Development, Department of Education, etc.), reduction of vital defense
programs, bloating domestic spending, calling into question private security systems, and increasing
regulatory harassment and snafus.
The numerical majority in Congress these days is putting the country into debt unilaterally,
restricting business and trade with others, putting excessive emphasis on clean (dirt) environment,
restricting energy independence in our own country, restricting monetary independence, protecting bad
educational practices of the National Education Association and its monopolistic union controls over our
nation's schools, children and alienation of Parents. This present majority in Congress protects its
members who support oppressive and killing regimes, protects Soviet puppet states. This same select elite
majority protects Gays and AIDS, protects carriers instead of promoting the Public Health. Vast sums of
money are going to support forces that Negate FREEDOM while not being counted in the trade figures,
(Human Events). (Clear evidence supports this claim also in regards to the Philippines.) Local support of
negative forces is protected. Some "responsible" local representatives still claim DEFENSE is not a local
concern.
Is Congress EXCEEDING its authority? Are they changing the rules to suit their immediate
gratification and agendas? and then not sticking by their own rules. How do we bring them in line with
Constitutional Law? Congressman Hyde said it very well about the excesses and law breaking practices of
Congress as a body. Congressman McCollum said it very well when he revealed that individual
Congressmen are supporting Communixst organizations that have death squads.
History of 200 years ago is repeating itself, but only in part. Thomas Jefferson deplored the
vacillating Congress for not supporting its own freedom fighting armies during the American Revolution.
After the defeat at Camden, Governor Thomas Jefferson of Virginia had to start again in his preparations.
His commitment is noteworthy as evidenced by his personal pleas to Congress for supplies and providing
large quantities of "supplies contributed by his Commonwealth." After Camden it was proposed to him
that he wait and not send the militia of Virginia south until they were supplied. "Jefferson countered
with the flat assertion that to wait until they were fully equipped would be to put an entire end to the
sending of reinforcements. He sent them on, hoping they would be supplied by Congress.
"Quite clearly, the major problem was that of equipment, not men. He reported to Washington
that the troops who were being collected were unarmed. ... Also, a dangerous spirit of disaffection was
discovered in several of the southern counties. Hundreds had gone so far as to take oaths of allegiance
to the British King and a time had been set for insurrection", late summer. In early fall "the fire broke out
in another county; a dangerous revolt in Pittsylvania was prevented by the seizure of the ringleaders." ...
"Disaffection was not general, but Jefferson correctly concluded that something brilliant in the
military line was needed to restore the spirits of the people."
At the conclusion of the Revolutionary War Congress balked at paying its debts. The army
threatened to take over the government. George Washington responded in his March 15, 1783 "Address to
the Officers of the Army". He said in part:
"While I give you these assurances and pledge myself in the most unequivocal manner to exert
whatever ability I am possessed of, in your favor, let me entreat you, gentlemen, on your part, not to take
any measures which, viewed in the calm light of reason, will lessen the dignity and sully the glory you
have hitherto maintained. Let me request you to rely on the plighted faith of your country, and place a full
confidence in the purity of the intentions of Congress; that, previous to your dissolution as an Army they
will cause all your accounts to be fairly liquidated, as directed in their resolutions, which were published
to you two days ago, and that they will adopt the most effectual measures in their power to render ample
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justice to you for your faithful and meritorious services. And let me conjure you, in the name of our
common country, as you value your own sacred honor, as you respect the rights of humanity, and as
you regard the military and national character of America, to express your utmost horror and
detestation of the man who wishes, under any specious pretenses, to overturn the liberties of our
country, and who wickedly attempts to open the floodgates of civil discord and deluge our rising empire
in blood.
"By thus determining, and thus acting, you will pursue the plain and direct road to the attainment
of your wishes. You will defeat the insidious designs of our enemies, who are compelled to resort from
open force to secret artifice. You will give one more distinguished proof of unexampled patriotism and
patient virtue, rising superior to the pressure of the most complicated sufferings; and you will, by the
dignity of your conduct, afford occasion for posterity to say, when speaking of the glorious example you
have exhibited to mankind, `had this day been wanting, the world had never seen the last stage of
perfection to which human nature is capable of attaining'."
Congress paid its debts then, but will Congress be able to pay off its debts today or has it
guaranteed Civil War. They've made millions dependent; paid millions of Americans to be nonproductive; hand outs and restrictions.

ALIENATION AND INVALIDATION, PERSUASION AND CONVERSION
The protection of Not O.K. agendas is not along party lines. Some Democrat and Republican
Congressmen have secret agendas to bring down freedom. They are not Communixst. There is no such
thing . It has more to do with an attitude, a life position decided in childhood; the shrugging off of internal
parent (given up) by the "process" of alienation and invalidation, persuasion and conversion over a period
of years in early life, through early 20's. This process is sanctioned by "peer" protection of Not O.K. Child
activities in those people, encouraging them to give up their individual spirit and desire for liberty and
their INTERNAL PARENT, the one that makes self regulation practical and socially workable. They've
become slaves.

FREEDOM LOVING COLLEAGUES
We see major efforts under way by "the controllers" in Congress to take away the right of the
people to defend themselves. Just last Saturday night I heard Senator Orin Hatch of Utah say
"...Privatization should be condemned ... ." He spoke in the context to limiting private groups and
individuals from helping people defend or regain their freedoms in other countries. I'm sure the Senator
and his freedom loving colleagues will clarify their position and correctly interpret the Constitution and
the will of the people.
Congressman Jack Brooks of Texas distorted, slanted, inferred, baited the statements he made. His
words were dissected to reveal his agenda. It appears he wants to do away with the Presidency, limit or
prohibit private support of freedom fighters, and demoralize liberty loving people. Was he following a
script? I noted his snort and licking of his lips. Senator Boren may have been only trying to help when he
brought out the supposed revelations by the Miami Herald concerning emergency plans for Martial Law
in the event it is needed. Remember Gary Hart's sacrifice by the same newspaper after his visit to the
Kremlin and discussions with our most negative viewer, Gorbachev. Congressman Louis Stokes without
emotion speaks only of democracy (mob rule?), not of liberty. He speaks about the "diversion" of money,
not of his support structure. He speaks about the "PROCESS." Community Development Agencies using
Federal $ are perverting the meaning of DEMOCRACY, interpreting and teaching that it is a process.
LIBERTY, individual self regulation and freedom are challenged continually. A year ago Congressman
Conyers gave his hate speech to 1,000 people at a NAACP meeting here in Vallejo.
You now hear arguments and proclamations that "McCarthyism" is being revitalized. The fact is
there is no such thing. That argument is used SIMPLY to shut off the scream of foul from the free, yet
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unenslaved. The cheer for freedom is being hooted, by a few, but so far well organized. The "antiMcCarthyites" want to shut off positive influences for freedom and liberty.
Ollie, thank you for your support of freedom fighters around the world. Thank you for
helping Musha and her family in Afghanistan. Thank you for your support of Jonas Savimbi in
Angola. I hope Chevron Oil will adjust its position soon. I hope your efforts and the efforts of many
others will help their freedom loving people shed the yoke of oppression, will stop the spread of the evil
empire, will turn the killer empire on itself. We need and want more efforts like yours and support of
others who support liberty for the individual and freedom loving people.
Thank you for the victory in Grenada, and the slowing of cocaine traffic. Thank you for looking at
the grass (marijuana) growers of America. In the foothills of California hundreds of millions of dollars of
marijuana is being grown and sold to buy more Soviet weapons to support totalitarian oppression,
deception, subterfuges and killing.
People are losing their freedom, inch by inch here in the States and mile after mile elsewhere. We
must stop the spread of Centralization. Return control back to individuals to regulate themselves. The
Congress must provide for the Common Defense of the people, NOT THE CONTROL OF THE
PEOPLE!
People sense an ominous danger looming in the world and especially now in our country. Freedom
loving people are aware of and sense the invisible bureaucracy in our homes, among our relatives,
our friends, businesses, corporations, bureaucracies, service clubs, City Councils, County Board of
Supervisors, State Governments. The CONTROLLERS are slowly exposing their hidden agendas and
now, thanks in no small measure to you, are aware their hidden agenda of oppression and power is at least
being looked at by this country.
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Several years ago a United States Naval Commander of a nuclear powered submarine asked me if
I thought there was a conspiracy. Now I can say yes, there is, and now I can offer a constructive way to
handle the many subterfuges. Several years of research, experience, reading, talking with many thousands
of people during my congressional candidacy and family events attest to this.
"WHAT'S TO DO ?” Assess the social level and the psychological level. Negites tend to lose sight of
the line between the two.
What's a "negite?" Briefly a negite is a person who in "peer groups" has given up his own parent
taught values of right and wrong, good and bad. In exchange lusts, greed and promises of power and
promises to satisfy addiction to secret excitement of mischief are made over the short range. He is
required to totally relinquish his behavior and feelings to absolute "committee" control. Negites tend to
live in the psychology and encourage others to do so, also. Negites rely heavily on Posite strokes.
See Our Letter No.'s 10 & 11.

BEHAVIOR AND PSYCHOLOGY
These diagrams let free people take care of themselves. Used with a bit of common sense and some
judgment they can prove invaluable. Negites have little or no independent judgment, only group
consensus and peer critiqued rehearsals.
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(1.) Diagram of the personality
Each individual real person has experienced Childhood (Child). Each has the ability to reason (Adult),
take in data, store it, compute, think, and then send signals out (Adult behavior). Each one has had
someone "en loco parentis" (Parent). This Parent nurtures and disciplines both others and the person
himself. These three parts do not overlap in most healthy clean persons, eg yourself. There are many in
whom the adjacent circles do overlap, eg. would-be crucifiers with vengeance and power lusts (Child
based), borrowing plausible reasonableness from their own Adult thinking to mask their own deceit and
export-import of oppression and tyranny.
P

---

The Parent

A

---

The Adult

C

---

The Child

SELF PROGRAMMED,
SELF REGULATED PERSON

In the externally programmed person his/her own (family given) Parent values are blocked, wiped
out, removed. His Child and Adult are overlapped therefore making justification and confusion easy. The
externally programmed and "Reparented" person lives on the directions of others around him.
"Reparented" means living without the basic guiding values and principles taught in childhood; means
guided by expediency, personal lusts and the direction of "committee", "peers" and their suggestions.
These negites are lost without their "invisible" support systems. The "Y" in the top circle is to depict a
"committee" picture of behavior regulations with its variable values and standards (depending on the
committee personnel and its directions to him) as a substitute for authentic, internal, INDIVIDUAL sense
of self-regulation and direction (Parent).

Re-Parented

Child contaminated Adult

(2.) Symbiosis diagram
Three people acting as one. Highly dependent on each other for strokes. Carry out activities together and
generally have strong bonds. Groups of five have also been identified as symbiotic in nature. The
identified adapted Child (right set of stacked circles) is the performer, the one we see on stage, eg the
negite Congressman or Congresswoman who is a member, a unit in the Invisible Bureaucracy.
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(3.) Stroking Profile
People have defineable ways of dispensing and receiving strokes touches, words, and gestures of
recognition). They (1.) Give OKs, Not OK strokes. They can (2.) Refuse to give positive and/or negative
recognition back (their standards) for actions they witness. They (3.) Ask for strokes positive negative
from others (by behavior, appearance, words). They (4.) Take personally, positive negative strokes from
others.

(4.) Obliques: suggestions, inferences, innuendoes, advertisements within long conversations, duplex
transactions, ulterior transactions that speed you up, slow you down, cloud your memory; several things
happening at one time, something else on your mind. These obliques can be said for you to overhear, hear
off hand, hear second hand, hear around the corner. Can be one visually, by sounds, smells. They are
aimed to hook the Parent or Child personality and to disconnect the Adult. Can be done directly, through
an associate or through several intermediaries. These are in the ulterior social transactions eg. "Games
People Play."

(5.) Rackets diagram
Example of feelings shown in the OK Corral: Grid for What's Happening which can be used in order to
blame and coerce the other guy.

A racket is a repetitively displayed specialized emotional display with fraudulent, coercive and
intimidating qualities which brings about the outward consent of the other person. It lacks authenticity,
prevents other emotional displays, it victimizes the other person and it restricts the other person's choices
to inaction or avoidance. Pragmatically a racket is a display of emotion which places a burden on the
other person. In the criminal protection racket the victim purchases protection from the source of danger.
The alternative being the ruination of his enterprise.
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(6.) Get-on-with outcome as compared to get-rid-of outcome.
Corralogram: each quadrant is an outcome; GNW or Get-nowhere-with can mean putting something in a
holding pattern. Shaded areas are dominant activity types, time use, etc. I+ means I am O.K.
U+ means You are O.K.

To minimize ones losses it is sometimes appropriate "to put it on
hold" until clear better opportunities for get-on-with exist.

Negites tend to flatter their mark, balloon them but holding onto them
until the numerical advantage is so certain that crushing the opposition
is guaranteed.

However, good judgment may say its time to cut ones losses short and get-away-from, eg a racketeer in
order to get-on-with another program or agenda.
SCRIPT: this newsletter is not intended to be a script, but a roadmap on how to use the diagrams. See
also (1.) Bob Naylor open letter dated December 11, 1986; (2.) Our Letter # 10, (3.) Our Letter # 11, (4.)
open letter to Assemblyman Don Sebastiani dated October 14, 1985.
**** Events following these letters verify the synchytial nature of the Invisible Bureaucracy. No
individual negite stands alone. Each feeling and thought is transfused into many others in this giant
circum-global, intimately entwined network. Negites tend to respond, occupy their time and further their
efforts to widen their negative influence. Negite influences are attracted to power. They work to surround,
influence, obscure, frame, block, and get-rid-of clean people. They eventually expose, piece at a time,
their own "influence" in order to disillusion and demoralize the mark (President Nixon?) on the road to
gain more control for the Invisible Bureaucracy. The goal of the Invisible Bureaucracy: total and
absolute control of all individuals, "there shall be no free standing, self-regulating person left on The
Planet Earth."
Sincerely,
___________________________________________________________
Franklin “Harry” Ernst III
Franklin H. Ernst Jr., M.D.
Addresso’Set Publications
cc:

President of the United States of America
Select Members of the United States Senate
Select Members of the United States House of Representatives Select Justices of the United States
Supreme Court
select Others
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